My Romantic Holiday

✓ A unique encounter between action/thriller and romance.
✓ Various and beautiful overseas locations that are likely
to appear in movies.
✓ Personality, growth background, chemistry between male

and female characters who are polar opposites.
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Synopsis
Kang Jae-in, a typical Korean ordinary person who lives at
work-home-home.
The only joy of life was coming home from work, drinking
beer, and watching movies and American dramas.

Jae-in goes on a package tour of LA with severance pay to
fulfill her dream of traveling to Hollywood.

However, Jae-in's life soon becomes a movie as he becomes

embroiled in a criminal case. He was the only witness to the
crime scene and the target of the killer. She had to stay in the
U.S. through a witness protection program without returning
to Korea before the case was settled, but the problem was
that she couldn't speak any English!

Moreover, with no one in the U.S., the Federal Bureau of
Investigation entrusts Korean-American Agent Aiden Joe with
her safety.
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Synopsis
FBI Agent Takes Worst Mission of His Life.

FBI agent Aiden, disguised as a taxi driver, was chasing a
gang broker. He succeeds in finding a broker, but he is killed

by someone. There's only one witness. He was a tourist from
Korea. Aiden was in charge of Jaein just because he could
speak Korean. Even worse, Jae-in's life is threatened by an
accomplice inside the FBI, which makes things even more
complicated. The team leader's last measure to find an

internal accomplice was to use Jae-in.

In the end, Aiden was secretly leaving the la with the
recognition by the team leader's order.Fbi for being a nobody
to a place you don't know where anyone can become an

accomplice had to hide.Aidan left a long time that was to
leave by [Harvey, Stone] old hometown.The new mission of
the arrival being Aiden!When a case to be resolved to protect
her!
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Character Introduction

Kang Jaein (28)
Interior coordinator and

20-year-old movie maniac.
Even though I don't hear that I'm a beauty, I

hear that I'm lovely a lot. A natural optimist who
never

loses

his

positive

mind

under

any

circumstances. He is honest and faithful to his
feelings because he does not calculate in his
head. It has excellent empathy, so it reads

people's

minds

well

even

if

they

don't

understand language.
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Character Introduction

Aiden Joe (31)
FBI agent

A Korean-American who became a team member

three years after joining the FBI. Once a decision
is made, it never reverses and never stops until
the end is seen. A man who never shows his
heart to anyone. She is so handsome that she
attracts the attention of women everywhere. He

is an athlete-turned-man with a strong desire to
win,

cool-headed,

and

thorough

in

self-

management.
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Character Introduction

Chris Morgan

(35)

Investment Bank Rex CEO

An investment expert with playful eyes and a

confident expression.
A man with a golden spoon behind his gentle
and playful appearance. I am clumsy but I can
speak Korean.
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Character Introduction

Amanda Hunt

(30)

North Harveston real estate agent

A woman who is accustomed to receiving

attention from an early age thanks to her
beautiful appearance and good family. He thinks
of himself as a deadly and fascinating woman,
but in fact a vanity full of inferiority. They regard
Aiden and Jaein as an eyesore.
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Character Introduction

Mr. Carter

Susan Carter

Tina Carter

Harveston operates a horse

He has a caring and warm

He is an intern reporter for a

riding and farm.

personality and has a lot

local newspaper in Harveston.

He often throws humor, not

of nosiness from his aunt.

If you get caught in her radar

humor, with his voluptuous

Mrs. Carter.

network, you dig everything

and cool personality that

out and sell it.

baffles Aiden.
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Character Introduction

Kang Sue-in

Jae-in's parents

Jaein's big sister.

Be anxious for one's daughter.

I'm a divorce lawyer. Unlike Jae-in,
he is rational and quick to judge.
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Character Relationship Diagram
Family

Family

A family-like
relationship

Family

♡
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Jaein's mother
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Tina Carter
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Morgan

Kang Sue-in
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Main Scene
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